
Achieve your sustainable IT 
initiatives and meet the compute 

demands of the future

By 2025 50% of CIOs will have a 
performance metric tied to IT sustainability1

Tasked with adhering to ESG standards 
and involved in the selection of clean 
information technology2

40% of servers are 5+ years old and perform 7%
of all work but consume 66% of data center power3
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The good news: CIOs are taking action. Many are creating 
sustainability initiatives. Others are transforming digitally to 

accelerate business outcomes.

And the payback for aligning technology with 
sustainability is real, according to a Gartner survey 

of business leaders.4

No unified standards or structure for reporting

True value of sustainability not understood

Lack of visibility or metrics to make intelligent decisions

Scarcity of specialized talent

Complex and fast-evolving regulations and mandates

Di�iculty defining and quantifying ESG risks

Complex data management amidst growing data volume

Benefits to companies from investing in more sustainable 
IT infrastructure run the gamut.5

Did you know? Outside of manufacturing, IT is 
the No. 1 source of carbon emissions.

And it’s not an issue IT leaders and their teams can ignore.

But the path to meeting sustainability 
objectives is complex, and challenges abound.

The good news: modernizing IT infrastructure 
can also help advance sustainability goals.

It’s clear — your choice of partner matters.

HPE supports 3 sustainable IT pathways

“The reality is that the most e�ective 
approaches to meeting sustainability goals 

require organizations to look for new ways to 
buy, deploy, and manage private IT 

infrastructure.” – IDC 

86% - sustainability 
helps protect 

organizations from 
business disruption

80% - sustainability 
helps optimize and 

reduce costs

83% - sustainability 
initiatives create 
both short- and 
long-term value 

HPE can help move the needle on digital 
transformation and sustainable IT
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Sustainable IT expertise:
Advisory services, design expertise, and a unique 
workload-in approach to speed your journey

Innovative low-carbon solutions: 
E icient solutions and advanced analytics to 
reduce energy consumption and carbon footprint 
across the entire IT estate — while optimizing 
utilization and visibility

Smarter IT lifecycle solutions:
Consolidate, upcycle assets — and free up trapped 
value to self-fund your transformation.

Learn How

Improve profitability

Improve operational e�iciency

Lower energy-related costs

Streamline the innovation process

Meet regulatory requirements

65% of leading organizations engage with IT infrastructure 
vendors to accelerate sustainable IT transformation6
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https://www.hpe.com/us/en/newsroom/sustainability.html



